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Abstract 

 

In India large number of small scale industries are present. According to development commissioner ministry of micro small, 

medium enterprise SSI (small scale industries) plays a vital role in the growth of the country. It contributes almost 40% of the 

gross industrial value added in the Indian economy [1]. But these industries are lagging in their performance due to some factor 

like, lack of resources, infrastructure, some worker safety issues, management skills. As large population of developing countries 

like India is depend upon these type of industries their improvement need to be focused. In this work we have selected one of the 

reputed chemical processing industry which produces chemicals used in textile industries named R.S.A Industries Pvt. Ltd. Our 

main focus is to improve the working method of this industry by using lean management approach so that industry performs at an 

optimum level at all stages. 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

As lean manufacturing is a powerful tool for solving majority of problems in industries with less capital investment we have 

selected this concept for our case company. The company is processing variety of chemical according to the requirement of the 

customers and currently facing with the problem of transportation, productivity and increased lead time. Basically we focused on 

the MUDA the major waste in the industry and try to remove this waste. We find some of the minor gaps in the case company 

which leads to major productivity problem & suggest some of the solutions for the same. 

II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Lean manufacturing by now is a widely discussed and applied manufacturing philosophy, in a variety of industries across the 

globe. The fundamental concept of lean manufacturing is to provide a quality product while also ensuring that the product does 

not cost too much to the customer [2]. 

 Lean Manufacturing (LM) has been widely perceived by industry as an answer to industrial requirements because LM reduces 

waste without additional requirements of resources [3]. 

 It is basically an approach where special attention is given to the processes in the industries to minimize the waste and optimizing 

the processes. These simple efforts can greatly help to satisfy customer want for what they are ready to pay. Lean manufacturing 

involves never ending efforts to eliminate or reduce MUDA (Japanese for waste or any activity that consumes resources without 

adding value) in design, manufacturing, distribution, and customer service processes [4] 

 Muda means wastefulness, uselessness and futility, which is contradicting value-addition. Value-added work is a process that 

adds value to the product or service that the customer is willing to pay for. There are two types of Muda, Type 1 and Type 2. Muda 

Type 1 includes non-value-added activities in the processes that are necessary for the end customer [5]. 

The seven wastes consist of: 

1) Overproduction. Simply put, overproduction is to manufacture an item before it is actually required. 

2) Waiting. Whenever goods are not moving or being processed, the waste of waiting occurs. 

3) Transporting. 

4) Inappropriate Processing. 

5) Unnecessary Inventory. 

6) Unnecessary / Excess Motion. 

7) Defects [6]. 
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III. IMPLEMENTATION 

 Company Profile 

The company we selected for case study is RSA Industries PVT. LTD. located in plot no. e-8/1, M.I.D.C. Hingna industrial estate 

Nagpur MH 440028, established in the year 16 August 1999. Sanjay I. Ranka is the managing director & owner of the company. 

This company deals with production of chemicals used in textile industries. The products are water  soluble  polyester   resin, 

carboxylated  polyester  resin  for   powder  paint, low  molecular  weight  water soluble  polyesters  and  fatty  acid  esters  and  

surfactant formulations. The company has 25 people strong exclusive R&D team and more than 70+ employees. The turnover of 

this company is 36 crore per annum. 

 Existing Plant Layout 

 
Fig. 2: Plant Layout of the Company 

(Blue colored section: UF & RO plant, Red colored section: Chemical reactors, Black colored section: Storage room) 

 Flow Process Chart 

 
Fig. 3: Generalized Steps for Chemical Processing 

 Problem Identification 

 Improper Material Handling 

 Large distance between reactor to storage 

 Complex material handling system 

 Multiple storage locations 

 Improper method of handling the cargos 

 Bad electrical flow channel hazardous for working area 

 Improper wiring system 

 Open electrical circuits 

 Outdated cables and wiring systems 
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 Malfunctioning of RO & UF system 

 Manual operating system on UF & RO system. 

 Ores particles stuck in RO membrane. 

 Identification of Muda 

While applying the Lean management tools in the case company we primarily focussed on identification of waste which affects 

the company performance and out of all the seven waste we find the areas where these waste occurs: 

 Waste due to Transportation (Transport) 

Due to large distance between the storage facility and the reactor the worker takes more than required time to bring the cargo to 

the reactor and to return the filled cargo again to the storage facility. There are multiple storage locations available so the worker 

need direction for the specific location because of which worker is ideal for the time until he receive the instruction. Similarly, 

loading time increased unnecessarily. 

 Waste due to Movement (Motion) 

As the company is not yet adopting any standard material handling method to move the filled cargos to the multiple storage section 

& operate the same using manual handling by the workers, the workers unnecessarily move as they are not aware about the proper 

specification of processed chemical & wait until they receive the instruction from the engineer. Sometimes due to lack of 

knowledge they unnecessarily move in searching of the storage section carrying loaded cargoes which reduces their efficiency & 

increase moving time. 

 Waste due to Waiting 

During processing of pouring resin and purified water into the reactor, there are two workers operating, one is carrying the resin 

as a raw material to the reactor and other one filling the resin into the reactor. As their task is fixed the second worker is idle until 

the first one bring the raw material, the idle time is approximately 10min.Similarly the waiting time for the first one who carry the 

raw material until the material he previously bring is not processed & the processing time is three hours approximately which 

indirectly is the waiting time of first worker. The worker has to wait due to lag in supply of empty cargoes to fill and also have to 

wait to take the filled cargo back to storage facility. Sometimes  RO membrane in the RO & UF system gets chuck due to this all  

working  operation get affected this also leads to increase in waiting time of worker. 

 Suggested Solution 

 Solution for Waste due to Transportation 

In the earlier part of our work we observed waste due to transportation in which the cargo carrying the chemical was unnecessarily 

moved toward huge distance by manual material handling method. So, we have suggested the solution as shown below. 

 The company can use rail trolley for transportation of cargo from processing section to storage section which saves the time of 

transportation. 

 
Fig. 4: Material Handling Rail Trolley[7] 

 Solution for Waste due to Motion 

Motion involves movement by people. Even small non-value-added motion can be very costly. Think of an extra twist of the wrist 

on every item many times a day that leads to a repetitive motion injury, with lost-time and disability costs [8].Trace the worker's 

path, decide and fix the path for them and care should be taken that they move in that area only. Select the shortest possible route 

for the worker in order to save their time and improve their efficiency. 
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 We suggest basic guidelines like sign, symbols or color coding use for guiding the worker to carry cargo to particular section so 

that he should not unnecessarily wait for instruction from his supervisor. As the workers are not fully skilled and uneducated we 

suggest color guidelines (like red color for carboxylated polyester etc.,) so that they can easily identify the chemical and placed 

the cargo to specified area. 

 Solution for Waste due to Waiting 

During work we found two wastes due to waiting which are: 

1) Waiting of processing of RO & UF Plant due to blockage in the pipelines/membrane. 

2) Waiting of worker who pours the resin into the reactor. 

a) In the UF & RO system, to prevent the choking of RO membrane we suggests that the, two pressure vessel should be placed 

in between the UF & RO system by the use of pipelines. The pressure vessels are the holding vessels for ion exchange resins 

and filtration media, and they form the body of the vessel used for water treatment plant such as softening, demineralisation, 

and filtration and dealkalisation plants [9]. 

The suggested solution for RO & UF Blockage removal is shown in Fig. below: 

 
Fig. 5: UF & RO Plant Layout 

(Red colored section: The two pressure vessels as a solution for avoiding blockage of membrane in RO & UF plant) 

b) The pouring of resin into the reactor has been done manually which take lot much of time for the same. In order to eliminate 

this waste we have designed a mechanism which is of lower cost & reduce the waste due to waiting in pouring the resin. The 

suggested solution is shown below 

 
Fig. 6: Pouring of Resin into the Reactor (Hopper Mechanism) 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

As lean manufacturing is one of the promising tools for improvement & making correction in industries with less investment, we 

use this approach in order to solve the problem of the industry. The suggested solution is been given to the management of the case 

company & they are quite satisfied with the same. 

V. FUTURE SCOPE 

In future part of our work we supposed to do the calculation part for the designing of work cell & material handling device for the 

cargo. Analysis of total saving time which is the difference of time before & after implementation of lean approach is the future 

part of our work. 
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